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Introduction
Motivation:  
-Overview of the most important events in an organized and 
readable format would serve users better. 

Pervious works: 
NO Selecting sub-events 
NO encourage diversity  
NO user interaction 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Introduction
Goal:  http://cs.stanford.edu/~althoff/timemachine/ 
Relevance Display 
Temporal Diversity 
Content Diversity
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Introduction
Framework: 
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Approach
Event Generation: 
Freebase knowledge base. 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Approach
Event Generation: 

Simple events:  
Length = 1 or 2, s-> re -> t  
Ex: Robert -> The Avengers -> 5/4’12 

Compound events: 
Two or more simple events share the same related entity and timestamp, 
but differ in subject. 

Event Description: 
Nature Language form, Define 100 most frequently occurring paths.
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Approach
Event Filtering:  

	 Remove irrelevant events. 
!

Frequency Filter:  
The idea is that an event that is commonly associated with a large 
number of subjects is unlikely to be particularly interesting. (IDF). 
!

!

Existence Filters: 
Filters out events that occurred before an entity began to exist. 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Approach
Event Filtering:
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history rich -> at least 100 candidate events



Approach
Event Selection: 

Timeline Optimization Problem 
REL evaluates how relevant each event is to the subject and how diverse 
they are, and temporal constraint CONSTRAINTS requires that all events 
can fit into the provided space without overlapping or occluding each 
other. 

!

Relevance Function:
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Approach
Event Selection: 

Entity Relevance: 

!

• 	 E2E: relevance of specific events

12Normalized pointwise mutual information



Approach
Event Selection: 

Entity Relevance: 

• E2EPath: relevance of paths 

!

!

• G2E: how globally the relevant events are 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Approach
Event Selection: 

Date Relevance: 

!

• 	 E2D and E2DPath are similar to E2E and E2EPath
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Approach
Event Selection: 

Temporal Diversity Constraint: 
The layout constraint requires that all events can fit into a timeline of 
width W and height H without overlap.  
T ⊓R = {e ∈ T | τ(e) ∈ R} 

!

!

!

Greedy algorithm has certain approximation guarantee.
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Experiment
Setup: 

Amazon Mechanical Turk 1154 raters to vote 

250 popular entities(75 artists, 75 actors, 50 politicians, 50 athletes)
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Experiment
Evaluation: 
Collapsed the rater votes to a 3-point scale: prefer control (full 
model), neutral, or prefer experiment (ablated model). 

V (e,m,r) ∈ {F,T,A}, N(e,m,v) = |{r ∈ R : V (e,m,r) = v}| 
M(e, m) = argmaxv N(e, m, v)
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Experiment
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Experiment
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Conclusion
Presented a system called TimeMachine for automatic 
timeline generation for entities in a knowledge base. 

Formulated in a submodular optimization framework that 
jointly optimizes for relevance, content diversity and 
temporal diversity and web-based co-occurrence signals 
are used. 

Proved that an efficient greedy approximation algorithm 
achieves near-optimal performance.
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